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Introduction to Python 
(Virtual Class)

This hands-on course is an introduction to the Python 
programming for participants without prior programming 
experience. The objective of this course is to introduce 
participants with programming concepts, such as, 
variables, data structures, functions, and programming 
constructs such as looping and control flow.
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Learning
Outcomes
Upon completion of this course, you will 
be able to:

Certificate
All participants will receive a Certificate of 
Completion upon achieving a minimum of 
10 class attendance and completion of 
Evaluation Form.

Understand all of the basics of Python
Develop and write code easily in Python
Clean up spreadsheet data including 
handling of missing values and duplicate 
rows
Analyse and visualize the data in order to 
get new insights from the data

•
•
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•

01Course Highlights

Part I:
Introduction to Python

Part II:
Data Cleaning and Manipulation

Overview of different programming languages

Variables, expressions and String operations

Python Data Structures: List, Tuples and 

Dictionaries

Conditions and Branching

Loops

Functions

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Introduction to Data Frame (Python’s version of a 

spreadsheet)

Dealing with missing values and duplicate rows in a 

spreadsheet

Merging and concatenation of multiple spreadsheets

Prerequisite
This course is for beginner. No programming or coding

knowledge is required. However, some background in

programming other programming languages would be

an advantage but not required.

Who Should Attend
Finance professionals who want to learn programming to start the journey in big data analytics

Financial analysts who want to use Python for market analysis

Technical or project managers who consider using Python’s advantages as strategic instrument to better fulfil 

business requirements

PhD and Master researchers who want to use Python for data preparation for their thesis

Software developers, testers and engineers who would like to increase their productivity in getting things done.

•
•
•

•
•
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ABDUL SHAKOOR DALVI

Abdul Shakoor is proficient in SQL, Java and Python 
programming languages, Sun certified Java Programmer and 
has worked on multiple software projects including online 
trading of stocks, bonds and options. He has extensive database 
development experience with Oracle, SQL Server and Pervasive.

He has a degree in Business Administration and MBA (Finance) 
from University of Texas at Arlington, USA and CIFP (Chartered 
Islamic Finance Professional) and MSc from INCEIF. He is
currently pursuing PhD in Islamic Finance at INCEIF.

ASST. PROF. DR. KINAN SALIM

Kinan is an Assistant Professor at the School of Graduate and 
Professional Studies, INCEIF. He is an expert in banking and 
finance data analysis. He has engaged in a variety of projects
and provided services to leading institutions in finance and 
Islamic finance.

Early in his career, he served in the capacity of Head of 
Corporate Finance in Cham Islamic bank until 2011. He intends 
to focus on Islamic digital economy, big data analytics amongst 
other research areas.

For any enquiries, kindly contact Ms Rohaya

Email: rohaya@inceif.org

Contact No.: +603 7651 4016

The Facilitators


